
Week   of   04/12/21   

  
Thai   Beef   &   Vegetable   Stir   Fry   

 
2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   

 
K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Pasture-raised   Ground   Beef,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Thai   Stir   Fry   Sauce   
The   Produce   Exchange   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Johnson’s   Backyard   Garden   Carrots,   washed,   ends   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Emadi   Acres   Radish,   greens   removed   (if   any),   ends   trimmed   
Patty’s   Herbs   Mint,   leaves   picked,   washed   and   dried   
Gulf   Pacific   White   Rice   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Bring   1   cup   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   and   2   tsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   
saucepan.   Once   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   
cook   for   20   minutes.   After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   more   
minutes.   Fluff   the   rice   with   a   fork   and   cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   2      Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Slice   the   carrots   into   ¼-inch   thick   pieces.   Chop   
the   green   beans   into   approximately   2-inch   batons.   Thinly   slice   the   radish.   Roughly   chop   or   tear   
the   mint   leaves.   Set   aside.   

  
STEP   3      Heat   a   large   skillet   over   medium   heat.   Add   oil   to   coat   the   bottom   of   the   pan   and   when   
it   shimmers,   add   the   ground   beef.   Use   a   wooden   spoon   or   spatula   to   break   the   beef   up   into   
small   crumbles.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper,   and   cook   for   about   8   minutes   until   brown   and   
juices   are   nearly   evaporated.   Add   the   carrots   and   green   beans;   saute   for   3   minutes,   then   add   
the   stir   fry   sauce.   Simmer,   stirring   occasionally   until   vegetables   are   crisp   tender,   about   5-7   
minutes.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste;   remove   from   heat.   
 
STEP   4     Serve   the   Thai   beef   and   vegetable   stir   fry   over   rice   with   garnishes   of   sliced   radish   and   
chopped   mint.   
 
Enjoy!   
 
 
 
 

  



Thai   Beef   &   Vegetable   Stir   Fry   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 

K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Pasture-raised   Ground   Beef,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Thai   Stir   Fry   Sauce   
The   Produce   Exchange   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Johnson’s   Backyard   Garden   Carrots,   washed,   ends   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Emadi   Acres   Radish,   greens   removed   (if   any),   ends   trimmed   
Patty’s   Herbs   Mint,   leaves   picked,   washed   and   dried   
Gulf   Pacific   White   Rice   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Bring   2   cups   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   and   1   tbsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   
saucepan.   Once   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   
cook   for   20   minutes.   After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   more   
minutes.   Fluff   the   rice   with   a   fork   and   cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   2      Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Slice   the   carrots   into   ¼-inch   thick   pieces.   Chop   
the   green   beans   into   approximately   2-inch   batons.   Thinly   slice   the   radish.   Roughly   chop   or   tear   
the   mint   leaves.   Set   aside.   

  
STEP   3      Heat   a   large   skillet   over   medium   heat.   Add   oil   to   coat   the   bottom   of   the   pan   and   when   
it   shimmers,   add   the   ground   beef.   Use   a   wooden   spoon   or   spatula   to   break   the   beef   up   into   
small   crumbles.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper,   and   cook   for   about   8   minutes   until   brown   and   
juices   are   nearly   evaporated.   Add   the   carrots   and   green   beans;   saute   for   3   minutes,   then   add   
the   stir   fry   sauce.   Simmer,   stirring   occasionally   until   vegetables   are   crisp   tender,   about   5-7   
minutes.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste;   remove   from   heat.   
 
STEP   4     Serve   the   Thai   beef   and   vegetable   stir   fry   over   rice   with   garnishes   of   sliced   radish   and   
chopped   mint.   
 
Enjoy!   
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Ground   Beef   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hours   before   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   the   refrigerator   
overnight.   
 
Thai   Stir   Fry   Sauce   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   

  
(Ingredients:   ginger,   garlic,   shallots,   brown   sugar,   chili   flake,   jalapeno,   tamari,   lime   juice,   fish   sauce,   basil,   
cilantro)   
Green   Beans   -   Store   in   the   bag   in   which   they   came   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   
within   5   days.   
 
Carrots   -   Remove   top   greens,   if   any.   Store   carrots   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator,   and   
use   within   5   days.   
 
Radish   -   Remove/use   any   tops   and   trim   the   root   end   and   store   in   a   jar   of   water   in   the   
refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.     
 
Mint   -   Trim   stems,   store   upright   in   a   small   glass   of   water   and   cover   leaves   with   a   small   plastic   
bag.   Store   in   the   refrigerator,   use   within   5   days.   
 
White   Rice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.   

  
*Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Salsa   Roja   Pork   &   Kale   Tostadas   
 

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 

K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Ground   Pork,   thawed   
Gulf   Pacific   White   Rice   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Rice   Spice   
Cal-Organic   Dino   Kale,   washed,   large   woody   stems   discarded  
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Stew   Sauce,   thawed   
Gundermann   Acres   Cabbage,   washed,   core   and   outer   leaves   discarded   
Farmhouse   Kitchen-prepared   Deer   Creek   Cheddar   Cheese   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Salsa   Roja   
El   Milagro   Tortilleria   Tostadas   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Bring   1   cup   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   rice   spice,   and   2   tsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   
medium   saucepan.   Once   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   
low   and   cook   for   20   minutes.   After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   
more   minutes.   Fluff   the   rice   with   a   fork   and   cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   2      Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Roughly   chop   the   kale;   set   aside.   Thinly   slice   the   
cabbage.   Heat   a   large   skillet   over   medium-high.   Add   oil   and   when   it   begins   to   shimmer   add   the   
cabbage.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper,   and   let   the   cabbage   sear   until   browned   and   caramelized   
(about   3   minutes)   before   turning.   Continue   cooking   for   an   additional   5   minutes   or   until   
cabbage   is   crisp   tender.   Transfer   cabbage   to   a   clean   serving   bowl   and   cover   with   foil   to   keep   
warm.   
 
STEP   3      Return   the   skillet   over   medium-high   heat.   Add   oil   and   ground   pork.   Break   the   pork   up   
into   small   crumbles   with   a   wooden   spoon.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper.   Brown   the   pork,   
stirring   occasionally,   until   cooked   through,   about   8   minutes.   Then,   add   the   sauce.   Reduce   heat   
to   medium   and   simmer   until   sauce   is   reduced   by   about   half.   Add   chopped   kale,   stir   to   combine   
and   wilt.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste;   remove   from   heat.   
 
STEP   4     To   serve,   top   the   tostadas   with   the   pork   and   kale,   followed   by   shredded   cheddar   
cheese.    Broil   the   tostadas   for   1-2   minutes   to   melt   the   cheese,   if   desired.   Serve   with   salsa   roja   
and   a   side   of   rice   and   sauteed   cabbage.   
 
Enjoy!   

  
 
 
 
 
 

  



Salsa   Roja   Pork   &   Kale   Tostadas   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 

K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Ground   Pork,   thawed   
Gulf   Pacific   White   Rice   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Rice   Spice   
Cal-Organic   Dino   Kale,   washed,   large   woody   stems   discarded  
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Stew   Sauce,   thawed   
Gundermann   Acres   Cabbage,   washed,   core   and   outer   leaves   discarded   
Farmhouse   Kitchen-prepared   Deer   Creek   Cheddar   Cheese   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Salsa   Roja   
El   Milagro   Tortilleria   Tostadas   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Bring   2   cups   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   rice   spice,   and   1   tbsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a  
medium   saucepan.   Once   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   
low   and   cook   for   20   minutes.   After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   keep   covered   for   10   
more   minutes.   Fluff   the   rice   with   a   fork   and   cover   to   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   2      Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Roughly   chop   the   kale;   set   aside.   Thinly   slice   the   
cabbage.   Heat   a   large   skillet   over   medium-high.   Add   oil   and   when   it   begins   to   shimmer   add   the   
cabbage.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper,   and   let   the   cabbage   sear   until   browned   and   caramelized   
(about   3   minutes)   before   turning.   Continue   cooking   for   an   additional   5   minutes   or   until   
cabbage   is   crisp   tender.   Transfer   cabbage   to   a   clean   serving   bowl   and   cover   with   foil   to   keep   
warm.   
 
STEP   3      Return   the   skillet   over   medium-high   heat.   Add   oil   and   ground   pork.   Break   the   pork   up   
into   small   crumbles   with   a   wooden   spoon.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper.   Brown   the   pork,   
stirring   occasionally,   until   cooked   through,   about   8   minutes.   Then,   add   the   sauce.   Reduce   heat   
to   medium   and   simmer   until   sauce   is   reduced   by   about   half.   Add   chopped   kale,   stir   to   combine   
and   wilt.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste;   remove   from   heat.   
 
STEP   4     To   serve,   top   the   tostadas   with   the   pork   and   kale,   followed   by   shredded   cheddar   
cheese.    Broil   the   tostadas   for   1-2   minutes   to   melt   the   cheese,   if   desired.   Serve   with   salsa   roja   
and   a   side   of   rice   and   sauteed   cabbage.   
 
Enjoy!   

  
  
  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Ground   Pork   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hours   before   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   the   refrigerator   
overnight.   
 
Stew   Sauce   -   If   using   within   2   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   keep   frozen   and   thaw   
in   the   refrigerator   overnight.   
(Ingredients:   roasted   onions,   roasted   garlic,   dried   New   Mexican   chile   peppers,   San   Marzano   tomatoes,   apple   cider   
vinegar,   cumin,   oregano,   cinnamon,   allspice,   chicken   stock,   salt,   pepper)   
 
Dino   Kale   -   Wrap   in   a   paper   towel   and   place   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   
days.   
 
Cheddar   Cheese   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Tostada   Chips   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.   
 
Green   Cabbage   -   Store   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Salsa   Roja   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
(Ingredients:   charred   tomato,   charred   onion,   charred   garlic,   charred   jalapeno,   cilantro,   salt,   pepper)   
 
White   Rice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.   
 
Rice   Spice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.   
(Ingredients:   onion   powder,   garlic   powder,   smoked   paprika,   New   Mexican   chili   powder,   salt)   

  
*Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Pasta   Primavera   with   Basil   Cream   Sauce   
 

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   25   minutes   
 

Della   Casa   Pasta   Co.   Spaghetti,   keep   frozen   until   immediately   before   cooking   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   White   Wine   Cream   Sauce,   thawed   
Cal-Organic   Dino   Kale,   washed,   large   woody   stems   discarded  
Kitchen   Pride   Crimini   Mushrooms,   washed   with   damp   cloth   immediately   before   use   
Cal-Organic   Broccoli,   washed,   end   trimmed   
Village   Farms   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
Patty’s   Herbs   Italian   Basil,   leaves   picked,   washed   and   dried   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Bring   10   cups   of   water   to   a   boil   in   a   large   pot.   Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   
Roughly   chop   the   kale   into   bite   sized   pieces.   Chop   the   broccoli   crown   into   small   florets   and   
peel   the   fibrous   skin   from   the   stem,   then   chop   into   small   pieces.   Trim   away   the   stems   from   the   
mushrooms,   then   thinly   slice   or   quarter   he   caps.   Halve   the   cherry   tomatoes   and   finely   chop   the   
basil.   Set   aside.   

  
STEP   2      Heat   a   large   saute   pan   over   medium.   Add   oil   to   coat   the   bottom   of   the   pan.   When   the   
oil   shimmers,   add   the   broccoli   and   mushrooms.   Saute   for   about   3   minutes,   then   add   the   kale.   
Continue   sauteing   until   the   kale   is   wilted   and   broccoli   is   crisp   tender.   Add   the   white   wine   
cream   sauce   and   half   of   the   basil.   Stir   to   combine   and   bring   to   a   simmer,   then   reduce   heat   to   
low   to   keep   warm   until   cooked   pasta   is   added.   

  
STEP   3      When   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   1-2   tbsp.   salt,   followed   by   the   frozen   pasta.   Gently   
stir   and   separate   noodles   with   tongs.   Cook   pasta   for   3-4   minutes   until   al   dente   -   when   the   pasta   
is   soft   and   cooked   through,   but   retains   a   pleasant   chew.   If   you   prefer   a   softer   texture,   cook   the   
pasta   for   an   additional   1-2   minutes.   Use   a   measuring   cup   to   reserve   ½   cup   of   the   pasta   cooking   
water.   Drain   the   pasta   in   a   colander.   Do   not   rinse.     
 
STEP   4     Add   the   hot   pasta   to   the   saute   pan   with   the   vegetables   and   basil   cream   sauce,   alongside   
2   tbsp.   of   reserved   pasta   water.   Increase   the   heat   to   medium   and   toss   the   pasta   with   the   sauce   
until   thickened   and   clinging   to   the   spaghetti.   Add   additional   pasta   water   to   the   sauce,   if   
desired.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Garnish   with   reserved   basil.   Serve   immediately.   
 
Enjoy!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Pasta   Primavera   with   Basil   Cream   Sauce   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   25   minutes   
 

Della   Casa   Pasta   Co.   Spaghetti,   keep   frozen   until   immediately   before   cooking   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   White   Wine   Cream   Sauce,   thawed   
Cal-Organic   Dino   Kale,   washed,   large   woody   stems   discarded  
Kitchen   Pride   Crimini   Mushrooms,   washed   with   damp   cloth   immediately   before   use   
Cal-Organic   Broccoli,   washed,   end   trimmed   
Village   Farms   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
Patty’s   Herbs   Italian   Basil,   leaves   picked,   washed   and   dried   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Bring   10   cups   of   water   to   a   boil   in   a   large   pot.   Meanwhile,   prepare   the   vegetables.   
Roughly   chop   the   kale   into   bite   sized   pieces.   Chop   the   broccoli   crown   into   small   florets   and   
peel   the   fibrous   skin   from   the   stem,   then   chop   into   small   pieces.   Trim   away   the   stems   from   the   
mushrooms,   then   thinly   slice   or   quarter   he   caps.   Halve   the   cherry   tomatoes   and   finely   chop   the   
basil.   Set   aside.   

  
STEP   2      Heat   a   large   saute   pan   over   medium.   Add   oil   to   coat   the   bottom   of   the   pan.   When   the   
oil   shimmers,   add   the   broccoli   and   mushrooms.   Saute   for   about   3   minutes,   then   add   the   kale.   
Continue   sauteing   until   the   kale   is   wilted   and   broccoli   is   crisp   tender.   Add   the   white   wine   
cream   sauce   and   half   of   the   basil.   Stir   to   combine   and   bring   to   a   simmer,   then   reduce   heat   to   
low   to   keep   warm   until   cooked   pasta   is   added.   

  
STEP   3      When   the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   1-2   tbsp.   salt,   followed   by   the   frozen   pasta.   Gently   
stir   and   separate   noodles   with   tongs.   Cook   pasta   for   3-4   minutes   until   al   dente   -   when   the   pasta   
is   soft   and   cooked   through,   but   retains   a   pleasant   chew.   If   you   prefer   a   softer   texture,   cook   the   
pasta   for   an   additional   1-2   minutes.   Use   a   measuring   cup   to   reserve   ½   cup   of   the   pasta   cooking   
water.   Drain   the   pasta   in   a   colander.   Do   not   rinse.     
 
STEP   4     Add   the   hot   pasta   to   the   saute   pan   with   the   vegetables   and   basil   cream   sauce,   alongside   
2   tbsp.   of   reserved   pasta   water.   Increase   the   heat   to   medium   and   toss   the   pasta   with   the   sauce   
until   thickened   and   clinging   to   the   spaghetti.   Add   additional   pasta   water   to   the   sauce,   if   
desired.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Garnish   with   reserved   basil.   Serve   immediately.   
 
Enjoy!   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Spaghetti   -   Keep   frozen   until   immediately   before   cooking.   Use   within   1   month.   
 
White   Wine   Cream   Sauce-   If   using   within   2   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   keep   
frozen   and   thaw   in   the   refrigerator   overnight.   
(Ingredients:   butter,   onions,   garlic,   white   wine,   parmesan   cheese,   heavy   cream,   thyme,   salt,   pepper)   
 
Kale   -   Wrap   in   a   paper   towel   and   place   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Mushrooms   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator   in   the   bag   in   which   they   came.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Broccoli   -   Store   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.     
 
Cherry   Tomatoes   -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Basil   -   Trim   stems,   store   upright   in   a   small   glass   of   water   and   cover   leaves   with   a   small   plastic   
bag.   Store   in   the   refrigerator,   use   within   5   days.   
 
*Contains   gluten,   dairy   and   egg   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Chicken   Puttanesca   with   Spring   Vegetables   
 

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   45   minutes   
 

Cooks   Venture   Pasture-raised   Chicken   Thighs   &   Drumsticks,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Puttanesca   Sauce,   thawed   
The   Produce   Exchange   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Nature’s   Pride   Red   Potatoes,   washed   and   scrubbed,   peeled   (optional)   
Llano   Brand   Yellow   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Prepare   the   vegetables.   Chop   the   potatoes   in   small   cubes,   about   1-inch   pieces.   Slice   the   
squash   into   ½-inch   thick   pieces.   Cut   the   green   beans   into   about   2-inch   long   batons;   set   aside.     

  
STEP   2     Heat   a   large,   high-sided   skillet   over   medium-high   heat.   While   the   pan   is   heating,   pat   
the   chicken   dry   with   paper   towels   and   season   all   sides   with   salt   and   pepper.   Add   oil   to   the   
skillet   to   coat   the   bottom   of   the   pan,   and   when   it   begins   to   shimmer,   add   the   chicken   pieces.   
Cook   the   chicken   for   about   8   minutes,   turning   once   or   twice   to   brown   all   sides.   Transfer   the   
browned   chicken   to   a   clean   plate.   

  
STEP   3      Add   the   puttanesca   sauce   to   the   pan,   scraping   the   bottom   with   a   wooden   spoon.   Add   
potatoes   and   green   beans   to   the   sauce   and   stir   to   submerge,   then   nestle   the   chicken   into   the   
sauce.     
 
STEP   4     Simmer   for   15-20   minutes,   then   add   the   squash   and   continue   cooking   until   the   
vegetables   are   tender   and   the   chicken   is   cooked   through,   measuring   165°F   at   the   thickest   part.   
Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste   before   serving.   
 
Enjoy!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Chicken   Puttanesca   with   Spring   Vegetables   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   45   minutes   
 

Cooks   Venture   Pasture-raised   Chicken   Thighs   &   Drumsticks,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Puttanesca   Sauce,   thawed   
The   Produce   Exchange   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Nature’s   Pride   Red   Potatoes,   washed   and   scrubbed,   peeled   (optional)   
Llano   Brand   Yellow   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Prepare   the   vegetables.   Chop   the   potatoes   in   small   cubes,   about   1-inch   pieces.   Slice   the   
squash   into   ½-inch   thick   pieces.   Cut   the   green   beans   into   about   2-inch   long   batons;   set   aside.     

  
STEP   2     Heat   a   large,   high-sided   skillet   over   medium-high   heat.   While   the   pan   is   heating,   pat   
the   chicken   dry   with   paper   towels   and   season   all   sides   with   salt   and   pepper.   Add   oil   to   the   
skillet   to   coat   the   bottom   of   the   pan.   When   it   begins   to   shimmer,   working   in   batches   to   brown   
the   chicken   pieces.   Cook   the   chicken   for   about   8   minutes,   turning   once   or   twice   to   brown   all   
sides.   Transfer   the   browned   chicken   to   a   clean   plate.   Repeat   with   remaining   chicken.   

  
STEP   3      Add   the   puttanesca   sauce   to   the   pan,   scraping   the   bottom   with   a   wooden   spoon.   Add   
potatoes   and   green   beans   to   the   sauce   and   stir   to   submerge,   then   nestle   the   chicken   into   the   
sauce.     
 
STEP   4     Simmer   for   15-20   minutes,   then   add   the   squash   and   continue   cooking   until   the   
vegetables   are   tender   and   the   chicken   is   cooked   through,   measuring   165°F   at   the   thickest   part.   
Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste   before   serving.   
 
Enjoy!   
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Chicken   Thighs   &   Drumsticks   -   Keep   frozen   until   48   hrs   before   ready   to   use.   Set   in   a   bowl   in   
the   refrigerator   until   completely   thawed.   

  
Green   Beans   -   Store   in   the   bag   in   which   they   came   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   
within   5   days.   
 
Yellow   Squash   -   Store   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   
days.   
 
Red   Potatoes   -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Puttanesca   Sauce   -   If   using   within   2   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   keep   frozen   and   
thaw   in   the   refrigerator   overnight.   
(Ingredients:   onion,   garlic,   capers,   olives,   red   peppers,   San   Marzano   tomatoes,   chicken   stock,   parsley,   thyme,   red   
wine   vinegar,   salt,   pepper)   
 
*Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
 
 
 
 

  


